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Foreword

by Ned Livingston

A short history of the Gerber Ranch would show a typical eastern Oregon two-story, wood-framed main house with veranda (a building that doubled as a school and post office) on homestead patents issued in the late 1800s. For those familiar with Lewis A. McArthur’s book, Oregon Geographic Names, the town of Olete is described briefly. The ranch’s original headquarters was in Olete, and the current ranch house is still on the town’s historical location. The operation used the natural meadows for hay and pasture, and the rock flats for summer grazing. The timber portions were either used for barn building or treated as a nuisance. The economic engine of the ranch in the early years had four legs and a tail; anything related to the trees was not part of the economic equation.

We worried about weather and fire, lived with both, and had a “you take what you get, and you don’t complain” attitude. From 1890 to 1990, the ranch had twelve major wildfires that were 40 or more acres within 12 miles of the ranch headquarters. We experienced twelve such fires: two were structure fires at the ranch; three were 40 to 80 acres; five were 600 to 1500 acres; and two were 3,000 to 7,800 acres. Of all the fires, only three were man-caused; the others originated as lightning strikes.

Several of the early blazes were allowed to burn until winter because there was no manpower or equipment to do otherwise. Depression-era Civilian Conservation Corps crews fought at least one of the blazes, and four others required some or all of the ranch’s personnel and equipment in putting them out. One of the structure fires was limited because it was the early part of a still-damp month in June. That was in 1949 when one of the hired men mistakenly refilled the kerosene tank on the ranch refrigerator with gasoline. That was the end of Olete, Oregon, at least as the old-timers remembered it.

So, what impact has this history of fire had on our tiny community? Some might say that it gave the people a gritty, passive stoicism as they learned to accept the power of forces beyond their control. This kind of attitude is essential if you are planning to live on the land. Just ask any farmer. But we don’t have to be unprepared while waiting for the inevitable. We have learned through experience that we can plan and practice for disasters, and maybe even avert them.

We live in a high fire-hazard area and have all the accompanying problems and responsibilities. Our survival in a disaster situation is of primary concern to us. But the properties surrounding ours—which belong mainly to the United States Forest Service, the Bureau of Land Management, and private industry—are equally important to us. If we cause a fire, the impact would most likely extend far beyond our ranch boundaries. This concern is always in the back of our minds.

As a result, the ranch has developed a fire program of its own over the years. In terms of protection and the prevention of human-made fires, fire safety is first on the list. As for Mother Nature and her lightning storms, we prepare for and are equipped to fight any fire on the ranch.

Our equipment list includes:

- D-6 CAT with canopy
- 700-gallon water trailer with 400 feet of hose reel and manual start pump
- WAJAX BB 4, electric-start pump stationed next to a fish pond in front of our structure complex
- 1,000 feet of 1½ inch cloth fire hose and reel house
- Sprinkler system on the one shingle roof we have

“In short, we have a healthy respect for fire.”

Ned Livingston
We also have fire extinguishers on all gas-fired equipment, in every major room in the house, and in every room in the shop building. We have a permanent, gravity-fed domestic water supply of 28 gallons per minute at 20 lb PSI, which we use as an additional wet-down source. And last but not least, we have a maintenance and fire drill program for the whole family. In short, we have a healthy respect for fire.

Two of the best long-term fire tools we have on the ranch are silvicultural practices: thinning and pruning. We dedicate one man—me—to 50 acres of thinning per year. We allow growing space by selective cutting and reduce the fuels by crushing with a crawler tractor. It’s a labor-intensive but extremely effective fire prevention tool.

The way I see it, we are not landowners as much as we are land stewards. We have a lot to do and not much time to do it. The fact that we own land may give us what we loosely call “rights,” but I would argue that what we really have is lots of “responsibilities.” The biggest and most important of these responsibilities is to ensure the viability of our land for the future. And that is no small task!
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